What others say
Our Belief
Ocean Youth Trust Scotland believes all young people,
regardless of circumstance or ability, should have the
opportunity to realise their true potential in oder for
them to live healthy, fulfilling lives - and make a positive
contribution to their community.

Our Mission
Ocean Youth Trust Scotland exists to inspire young
people through the challenge of adventure under sail.
Residential voyages aboard our fleet of sail training
vessels provide a uniquely powerful and extremely
effective environment for the personal development of
young people from a diverse range of backgrounds
throughout Scotland and beyond.

Our Voyages
Ocean Youth Trust Scotland voyages are inherently
safe, however the unpredictable environment aboard
our vessels presents real physical, mental and
emotional challenges. It is a genuinely life-changing
experience with many unique learning experiences.

Since completing the programme, I now feel better about
life, some of the things we saw truly were awesome and
put everything into a lot more perspective. When I got
home I stopped worrying about the little things as I knew
there are more important things out there.
Ellis (18), Young Leader Development Programme
To say my daughter had a good time just doesn't cover
it. She started the week a bit nervous and rather scared
of going on the boat, however she has arrived home full
of exciting tales and telling me how much she is looking
forward to her next trip!
Donna (mother)
This experience has been an eye opener to so many
things – I have learnt lots of new things from sailing to
cooking and making new friends. My outlook on life
has changed and this voyage has made me feel alive
and healthy.
Brad (15)
Completing this voyage with all its ups and down is
better than anything I have ever done in my life. We all
became like a family, the first family I have ever had!
And the great thing is I will be taking these friendships
with me off the boat. We have already exchanged
numbers and will definitely stay in touch.
Jodie (14)
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What we do

About us

Our voyages

Young people taking part in an OYT
Scotland voyage are empowered to realise
their potential by:

Our award winning sail training voyages
let young people discover their true potential
through the experience of adventure under
sail.
Ocean Youth Trust Scotland is a world leading
youth work charity, delivering an annual programme
of residential youth work voyages aboard its fleet of
sail training vessels. We sail with young people from
a wide range of backgrounds throughout Scotland
and beyond from 12 to 25 years of age. In most
cases these young people will have no previous
sailing experience.
We operate two large sailing boats and take around
550 young people to sea each year. Our sail
training voyages provide the opportunity for selfdevelopment through the experience of adventure
under sail.
We develop four capacities in the young people we
work with. We help them to achieve increased:
• Self-confidence
• Responsibility and respect
• The ability to learn from experience
• The ability to work with others

Outcomes

Residential voyages on our sail training
vessels provide an exciting and effective
environment for the personal and social
development of young people.
The demanding work and often unpredictable
nature of sail training requires participants to
confront many demanding challenges, both physical
and emotional. It inspires self-confidence,
resilience, teamwork and personal responsibility,
while promoting an acceptance of others,
regardless of their social or cultural backgrounds,
and develops a willingness to expand boundaries.
For many it is a positive, life-changing experience.
The young people will, quite literally, learn the ropes,
steer the boat, navigate, help change sails, keep a
lookout, do all the domestic tasks and go ashore to
explore. Using our Voyage Syllabus, activities are
done in a cycle of plan-do-review, and breaks down
the on-board activities into measurable and achievable goals from which the young people develop
their personal skills. Reviewing and evaluating these
goals consolidates the learning and contextualises
the new skills for everyday life.

• Building self confidence and social and life skills
• Experiencing the need for teamwork and mutual
respect
• Developing problem solving and leadership skills
• Taking responsibility for their own actions and
decisions
• Experience of healthy living
• A sense of community and active citizenship
• Developing a sense of equality and fairness
• Promoting an awareness and respect for the
environment
• Promoting the importance of lifelong learning
We place an emphasis on four practical outcomes:
• The improved understanding of literacy, numeracy,
communication and technology
• The improved ability to learn from experience and
plan for the future
• The improved ability to maintain a happy, healthy
and balanced lifestyle
• The ability to maintain a working routine, take
responsibility and adapt to change

